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Conference description
The joint workshop on Natural Language Processing (NLP) for Computer-Assisted
Language Learning (CALL) & NLP for Language Acquisition (LA) – shorthand
NLP4CALL&LA – is an effort to provide a debate space and collaboration between two
closely related areas. Both focus on language acquisition, related resources and
technologies, that can support research of the language learning process as well as aim
to bring interdisciplinary advantage to the field. Individual workshop areas are outlined
below.
The area of NLP4CALL is applied in essence, where tools, algorithms, and ready-to-use
programs play an important role. It has a traditional focus on second or foreign language
learning, and the target age group of school children or older. The intersection of
Natural Language Processing and Speech Technology, with Computer-Assisted
Language Learning (CALL) brings “understanding” of language to CALL tools, thus
making CALL intelligent. This fact has provided the name for this area of research –
Intelligent CALL, ICALL. As the definition suggests, apart from having excellent
knowledge of Natural Language Processing and/or Speech Technology, ICALL
researchers need good insights into second language acquisition (SLA) theories and
practices, second language assessment, as well as knowledge of L2 pedagogy and
didactics.
The workshop on Language Processing for Research in Language Acquisition
(NLP4LA) broadens the scope of the joint workshop to also include theoretical,
empirical, and experimental investigation of first, second and bilingual language
acquisition. NLP4LA aims to foster collaboration between the NLP, linguistics,
psychology and cognitive science communities. The workshop is targeted at anyone
interested in the relevance of computational techniques for first, second and bilingual
language acquisition.
The joint workshop series on NLP4CALL&LA has arisen in 2016 and has become a
meeting place for researchers working on the integration of Natural Language
Processing and Speech Technologies in systems supporting language learning and
research around it, and exploring the theoretical and methodological issues arising
during language acquisition.

Motivation
Results of the Survey of Adult Competencies (PIAAC, 2013), where literacy as a skill
has been assessed among the adult population (16–65 years) has shown that on average
Sweden scored among the top 5 countries out of the 23 OECD participants. However,
the national Swedish report quotes the difference between the average literacy levels of
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native (L1) born citizens compared to citizens with an immigrant (L2) background as
the largest observed among all participating countries (OECD, 2013:6). The low literacy
population in Sweden has three times higher risk of being unemployed or reporting poor
health. The survey results point to an acute need of supporting immigrants and other
low-literacy groups in building stronger language skills as a way of getting jobs and
improving lifestyle (SCB, 2013:8).
Besides, in the setting of an escalating refugee crisis in Europe and a growing number of
people seeking asylum in Sweden (Migrationsverket 2016), research supporting second
language acquisition, assessment and teaching is in every way important to the Swedish
society. The government has recently initiated a project on learning among newly
arrived (Skolverket 2014) where one of the foci is on producing tools for evaluation of
Swedish as a second language, an aim to which the NLP4CALL workshop series
contributes in a most robust way through bringing together people capable of influencig
the situation through intelligent solutions. Exchange of information, ideas, experiences,
methods, etc. between researchers dealing with ICALL questions leads to new insights
and as a result to progress in the field.
In the recent debates, the Swedish government have been strongly encouraging
immigrants to take a “fast path” to learn Swedish so that immigrants can be sooner
considered for work in Sweden. However, the fast path is not a solution, according to
SLA researchers1 (Josefsson 2016). Professor Gunlög Josefsson in her article argues that
the two immediate investments for improving teaching of L2 Swedish should be:
1. Development of effective IT-based solutions that can be used anywhere despite
presence of a teacher
2. Education of a larger number of second language teachers that can offer SFI (Swedish
For Immigrants) and other types of courses to greater number of immigrants,especially
to those planning to take Swedish university courses as a step to validate their
education.
The research outlined for this workshop targets directly the first point on Josefsson's
agenda and indirectly supports the second point on the Josefsson's agenda. Language
technologies can be used to create more effective tools and computerized solutions for
online teaching of target languages; as well as to support and relieve teachers of tedious
tasks that can be modelled, such as exercise generation, essay grading, etc. Most
importantly, use of Language Technologies can make IT solutions for language learning
more “intelligent”.
Through this workshop, we intend to profile ICALL and LA research in the Nordic
countries and to provide a dissemination venue for researchers active in this area.
The broad motivation of NLP4CALL & NLP4LA workshop is to provide a meeting
place for researchers working on language learning issues including both empirical and
experimental studies and NLP-based applications and to bring together competences
from these areas for sharing experiences and brainstorming the future of the field.
1 <http://www.svd.se/professor-snabbspar-till-svenska-fungerar-inte/om/debatt>
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Research background
Intelligent tools for language learning are within reach given the availability of key
components: corpora, lexicons, tokenizers, lemmatizers, morphological analyzers,
parsers, etc. (Nerbonne & Smit, 1996; Tufis, 1996). ICALL applications are based on
(language-specific) tools that are used to process language samples (text, speech, words,
etc.) and that have generative power of applying the same analysis model to different
language samples over and over again, being an infinite source of language “wisdom”
(e.g. automatic error correction, automatic exercise generation, etc). Depending upon
the aim of an ICALL application the above-named key software can be assembled in
various ways making use of their different features, thus facilitating diverse learning
aims. Nowadays various ICALL applications can support reading and writing activities
(Heilman et al., 2006; Mitkov & Ha, 2003), vocabulary (Volodina et al., 2014a),
grammar (Meurers et al., 2010; Reynolds et al., 2014) as well as pronunciation and
listening skills (Wik & Hjalmarsson, 2007). However, very often these efforts remain
prototypes not leading to fully-functional systems that can be incorporated into
educational establishments.
To successfully build a full-ended ICALL system, a wide spectrum of issues need to be
addressed and solved:
* collection and annotation of learner-specific data, such as learner-specific lexicons,
grammar profiles, annotated essays, reading comprehension corpora, etc.
* incorporation of the results of (S)LA research to gain appropriate linguistic features in
combination with pedagogically relevant criteria to base automatic evaluation/
assessment on
* algorithms, methods, heuristic rules, etc. for data handling
* evaluation of tools, algorithms and programs with teachers and learners
* modeling of learners and learner progress for indivisualized learning
* feedback generation for encouraging progress on the learner side
As long as these areas are treated separately, a vision of a full-ended system remains
utopian. However, without having each of the outlined issues solved/researched, there is
no hope for making utopia a reality. That is why it is important to create a network of
researchers working on various tasks within ICALL so that solutions prompted by them
could be tested in other projects. The workshop creates a meeting space for sharing
insights into the ICALL problems, uniting efforts and creating a network of experts in
the field.
This workshop series covers all Language Acquisition-relevant research areas as
outlined above, including studies where NLP-enriched tools are used for testing (S)LA
and pedagogical theories, and vice versa, where (S)LA theories/pedagogical practices
are modeled in hands-on tools.
This year our focus has been on how to tranfser from small individual research projects
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to a full-scale application ready for use in educational establishments: What needs to be
done yet? Which approach is the most effective? What time estimation is realistic? Do
we have enough expertise? Which collaboration do we need to establish? How? Do we
lack manpower or financial support? Or both?
The two invited speakers presented ICALL from two points of view: commercial and
academic.
The first invited speaker, Jill Burstein, is a Research Director of the Natural Language
Processing Group in Research & Development at Educational Testing Service in
Princeton, New Jersey2. Her research interests span Natural Language Processing for
educational technology, automated essay scoring and evaluation, discourse and
sentiment analysis, argumentation mining, education policy, English language learning,
and writing research. The intersection of her interests has led to two extensively used
commercial applications for English L2 learners: E-rater®, ETS' automated essay
evaluation application, and the Language Muse Activity PaletteTM -- a new classroom
tool under development targeting English learners that automatically generates language
activities for classroom texts to support content comprehension. Jill Burstein is one of
the most successful researchers within ICALL that together with a group of bright
researchers made ICALL tools a reality for many teachers of L2 English. Her expertise
and experience will be a highlight of the workshop.
The second invited speaker, Piet Desmet, is Full Professor of French and Applied
linguistics and Computer-Assisted Language Learning at KU Leuven and KU Leuven
KULAK. He coordinates the imec-research team ITEC (Interactive Technologies),
focusing on domain-specific educational technology with a main interest in language
learning & technology. He leads a range of research projects in this field focusing on
such topics as adaptive and personalized learning, input enhancement, intelligent
feedback or automated analysis and annotation of text corpora using natural language
processing. He also coordinates the large-scale research project TECOL focusing on
technology-enhanced collaborative learning. He is director of more than 15 PhDs
(finished and ongoing) and author of publications in journals such as Language
Learning & Technology, System, ReCALL or CALL Journal). He has been presenter at
many international conferences (CALICO, WORLDCALL, EUROCALL, UNTELE,
EDMEDIA, etc.) and organizer of different international symposia. He was involved in
the creation of two spin-offs in the field. All this makes him a renowned scholar in our
field with theoretical as well as practical contributions to the integration of NLP into
CALL.
The two speakers represented two different worlds - the first one of a commercial
company and the second one of an academic university. As practice shows, most tools,
solutions and technologies developed at a university remain prototypical whereas
commercial companies tend to take such solutions to the users. However, the two
worlds are dependent on each other. Both invited speakers represented projects that over
time have grown from small-scale initiatives to become influential trend-setting
2

The text is copied from <http://jillburstein.com/>
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intelligent solutions in language learning.

Previous NLP4CALL workshops
The first five editions of this workshop series 3 have attracted participants from all over
the world, including researchers from Australia, Canada, Central, South and Northern
Europe, Russia as well as USA. The workshops have shown the vast potential that
Language Technology (LT) holds for language learning and – most importantly – the
interest that LT researchers have in the domain of CALL.
Previous workshop editions have covered numerous topics that can be grouped towards
• research directly aimed at ICALL, such as the analysis of learner-produced texts
and the generation of L2 learning materials
• practices demonstrating actual or potential use of existing Speech Technologies,
NLP tools or resources for language learning, such as automatic essay grading or
using speech synthesis in spelling exercises
• research aimed at development of resources and tools with potential usage in
ICALL, either directly in interactive applications, or indirectly in materials,
application or curriculum development, e.g. collecting and annotating ICALLrelevant corpora; developing tools and algorithms for readability analysis,
selecting optimal corpus examples, etc.
• discussion of challenges, visions and research agenda for ICALL
The special focus has always been given to discussion of the above-mentioned themes
for the Nordic languages.
Submissions to the four workshop editions have targeted a wide variety of languages,
ranging from well-resourced languages (German, English, French, Russian, Spanish) to
under-resourced ones (Estonian, Saami, Võro), among which several Nordic languages
have been targeted: Danish, Estonian, Icelandic, Norwegian, Saami, Swedish, and Võro.
Up to date, acceptance rate varied between 50% and 77% (Table 1), the average being
66,5%. The acceptance rate is rather high, however, the reviewing process has always
been very strict with two-three double reviews per submission. This indicates that
submissions to the workshops have always been of high quality.
Workshop year

Submitted

Accepted

Acceptance rate

2012

12

8

67%

2013

8

4

50%

2014

13

10

77%

2015

9

6

67%

2016

14
10
71,5%
Table 1. Submmissions and submission rates, 2012-2016

3 <http://www.spraakbanken.gu.se/icall>
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